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Asymmetric Warfare Threat And Response In The
21st Century
This monograph explores the possible evolution of a command system, specifically the
Fires and Effects Coordination Cell, within the Interim Brigade[']s staffs organization.
The purpose of this examination is to determine if the Fires and Effects Coordination
Cell in the Interim Brigade[']s staff organization will increase effectiveness for planning
urban operations.
This thoroughly updated edition with expanded coverage explores the impact of
terrorism on economics, public health, religion and pop culture, and also includes
details of ethical issues and debates relating to terrorism.
For the ordinary soldier, the non-commissioned officer and the junior officer—the large
proportion of the lower strata in military organisations—the expectations of levels of
responsibility and decision-making are rapidly increasing. In 1999, US Marine Corps
General Charles C. Krulak addressed this in his essay ‘The Strategic Corporal:
Leadership in the Three-Block War’, which described the range of challenges likely to
be faced by marines on the modern battlefield and where a range of operations
(fighting, peace works and humanitarian assistance) might occur simultaneously within
a very limited precinct (three blocks). The chapters in this book use the metaphor of the
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‘strategic corporal’ to focus on the demands facing junior leaders in military operations
in the twenty-first century, and what might be done to enhance their ability to respond to
them. The circumstances in which these decisions are made need to be better
understood, by soldiers and their critical onlookers, be they villagers on the scene,
senior military or political leaders remote from the operation, or anti-war activists
thousands of miles away. Being ‘strategic’ is not just about a soldier’s professional
mastery. Increasingly it also means a genuine familiarity with legal and ethical issues,
and an ability in low-intensity conflict to understand local culture and communicate with
those in villages and neighbourhoods whose goodwill, or at least neutrality, are vital to
ultimate success. In the non-war circumstances in which many Western militaries
operate, such as humanitarian assistance and disaster relief as well as peacekeeping
operations, it means dealing with civil authorities in the distribution of aid or even the
administration of justice if local institutions have broken down. Sometimes it involves
negotiation and mediation. It may even mean having an understanding of the ways
pervasive modern media works, and its potential to surveil—and sometimes derail—a
mission. Sometimes it also means having a better understanding of the challenges that
face the soldier’s own defence force: including the malign effects of bureaucratic inertia
and the ‘outsourcing’ of key capabilities to private contractors. The book combines
theoretical discussions with practical examples, but it is not—as so many books about
future conflict are—a discussion of the technology of future war. Rather, it provides
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opportunities for specialists in a range of security-related fields to consider the issues
and challenges of military leadership, the role of civilians and contractors, the
importance of International Humanitarian Law, and even whether strategic gains can be
made without the deployment of troops (‘strategic corporals’ or otherwise).
A selection of the papers presented at RC01's international conference in Seoul (July
2008). It offers an overview of the panorama of social studies on armed forces and
conflict resolution in a context of fast-moving change. It presents studies that move
beyond the very concept of globalization.
Non-State Actors in Conflicts: Conspiracies, Myths, and Practices explores some of the
most pressing topics in political science and media studies. The contributions gathered
here provide alternative perspectives on various non-state actors and their functions in
global politics, in addition to providing case studies and theoretical approaches towards
non-state actors, such as armed non-state actors and international non-governmental
organizations. The volume also covers the topic of conspiracy theories and
conspiracies formed in relation to the functions and existence of these actors.
This monograph explores the possible evolution of a command system, specifically the
Fires and Effects Coordination Cell, within the Interim Brigade's staffs organization. The
purpose of this examination is to determine if the Fires and Effects Coordination Cell in
the Interim Brigade's staff organization will increase effectiveness for planning urban
operations. First, the monograph begins by examining the new operational environment
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and the US Army's response. Then the monograph demonstrates the evolving nature of
an asymmetrical threat in an urban environment. The goal is to understand the origin,
definitions, goals, desired effects, and possible tactics of asymmetric warfare. The
assessment indicates that the effective use of the components of information
operations would enhance the effect of combined arms throughout the full spectrum of
operations in an urban environment. Next, the monograph examines current and
emerging MOUT doctrine and Draft FM 3-0. The goal is to determine if current doctrine
is correct and current concerning today's environment and whether contemporary
doctrine explains the application of combat power, including the components of
information operations, to achieve the desired effects desired in an urban environment.
This analysis showed an apparent void in current MOUT doctrine, but demonstrated
that emerging doctrine addresses today's environment. With the apparent void in
current doctrine, the monograph then analyzed ways in which a commander can use
components of information operations to shape and isolate an urban environment with
an asymmetrical threat. A modern case study is used to demonstrate lessons learned
using the components of information operations in an urban environment against an
asymmetrical threat. The case study is the Russian involvement in Chechnya,
specifically Grozny, in 1993-1995. The monograph then investigates the Fires and
Effects Coordination Cell concentrating primarily on the nonlethal aspects. This
investigation demonstrated the process of assessing the threat and urbanized terrain as
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a system and having the capabilities to understand and influence the sub-components
of that system. The monograph concludes with recommendations for effectively and
efficiently incorporating the Fires and Effects Coordination Cell in planning tactical
operations in an urban environment. The monograph recommends that doctrine needs
to address the components of information operations and provide a path for analyzing
the parts of the complexity of an urban environment. Along with doctrine, training needs
to be reexamined and refined to meet the current environment.
This book deals with each of the five conflicts in which Afghanistan has been embroiled,
namely the First, Second and Third Anglo-Afghan Wars, the Soviet invasion and the
most recent American-led operations.
In the twenty-first century, the threat of asymmetric warfare in the form of terrorism is one of
the most likely direct threats to the United States homeland. It has been recognized that
perhaps the key element in protecting the continental United States from terrorist threats is
obtaining intelligence of impending attacks in advance. Enormous amounts of resources are
currently allocated to obtaining and parsing such intelligence. However, it remains a difficult
problem to deal with such attacks once intelligence is obtained. In this context, the Maritime
Threat Response Project has applied Systems Engineering processes to propose different costeffective System of Systems (SoS) architecture solutions to surface-based terrorist threats
emanating from the maritime domain. The project applied a five-year time horizon to provide
near-term solutions to the prospective decision makers and take maximum advantage of
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) solutions and emphasize new Concepts of Operations
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(CONOPS) for existing systems. Results provided insight into requirements for interagency
interactions in support of Maritime Security and demonstrated the criticality of timely and
accurate intelligence in support of counterterror operations.
Few global security issues stimulate more fervent passion than the application of brute force.
Despite the fierce debate raging about it in government, society and the Academy, inadequate
strategic understanding surrounds the issue, prompting the urgent need for —the first
comprehensive systematic global analysis of 21st century state-initiated internal and external
applications of brute force. Based on extensive case evidence, Robert Mandel assesses the
short-term and long-term, the local and global, the military, political, economic, and social, and
the state and human security impacts of brute force. He explicitly isolates the conditions under
which brute force works best and worst by highlighting force initiator and force target attributes
linked to brute force success and common but low-impact force legitimacy concerns. Mandel
comes to two major overarching conclusions. First, that the modern global application of brute
force shows a pattern of futility—but one that is more a function of states' misapplication of brute
force than of the inherent deficiencies of this instrument itself. Second, that the realm for
successful application of state-initiated brute force is shrinking: for while state-initiated brute
force can serve as a transitional short-run local military solution, he says, it cannot by itself
provide a long-run global strategic solution or serve as a cure for human security problems.
Taking the evidence and his conclusions together, Mandel provides policy advice for managing
brute force use in the modern world.
New threats require new thinking. State attacks involving long-range missiles or conventional
military forces are not the only threat to the U.S. homeland. Covert attacks by state actors,
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state use of proxies, independent terrorist and extremist attacks by foreign groups or
individuals--and even by residents of the United States--are significant issues for future U.S.
security. In this comprehensive work, Cordesman offers a range of recommendations, from
reevaluating what constitutes a threat and bolstering homeland defense measures, to
improving resource allocation and sharpening intelligence.
The concept of asymmetrical warfare is a popular and much discussed issue in U.S. defense
literature these days. Joint Vision 2010 (JV 2010),2 the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR),3
and the National Military Strategy (NMS)4 are just a few of the documents that express
concern about it. Understandably, the Secretary of Defense has made addressing the
phenomenon a central theme of his administration. All of that said, what exactly is meant by
asymmetrical warfare? In broad terms it simply means warfare that seeks to avoid an
opponent's strengths; it is an approach that tries to focus whatever may be one side's
comparative advantages against its enemy's relative weaknesses.5 In a way, seeking
asymmetries is fundamental to all warfighting. But in the modern context, asymmetrical warfare
emphasizes what are popularly perceived as unconventional or nontraditional methodologies.
For most potential adversaries, attacking the United States asymmetrically is the only
warfighting strategy they might reasonably consider for the foreseeable future. The Gulf War
was an object lesson to military planners around the globe of the futility of attempting to
confront the United States symmetrically, that is, with like forces and orthodox tactics. In this
essay I briefly examine how the West's cultural disposition and mindset affect its concept of
asymmetrical warfare. I contend that the West's current focus may leave it vulnerable to
asymmetrical challenges that arise from opponents whose cultural perspective differs
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significantly from that of the West.
This study sheds light on Iran's naval intentions and capabilities by exploring the military
geography of the Persian Gulf and Caspian regions, reviewing the historical evolution of Iran's
approach to asymmetric warfare, assessing its naval forces, and evaluating its plans for a
possible war with the United States. The study ends with a quick overview of several possible
scenarios. This study concludes that despite Iran's overall defensive posture in the Persian
Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz, it could take preemptive action in response to a perceived threat
of imminent attack. And in the event of a U.S. attack, the scale of Iran's response would likely
be proportional to the scale of the damage inflicted on Iranian assets.
This monograph analyzes the effectiveness of operational campaign design against an
asymmetrical threat during the 1968 Tet Offensive. The focus is on conceptual elements of
campaign design that are derived from theory, which incorporate the particulars of military
history to the general truth of warfare. Effective campaign execution is dependent, in part, on
effective campaign design that set of theoretical and doctrinal precepts that define the
concerns of the operational planner. The monograph identifies lessons learned from this period
that are applicable to current U.S. Joint and Army doctrine as well as lessons for planners and
executors of U.S. military action under the American system of civilian control of the military.
First, the monograph demonstrated the complex nature of asymmetric warfare. Finding and
creating vulnerabilities and attacking those vulnerabilities with inherent strengths is the key to
asymmetric warfare. Secondly, the monograph discussed the elements of campaign design
that are derived from theory, which incorporate the particulars of military history to the general
truth of warfare. Some of the more common conceptual actions are to understand the type and
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scope of conflict, define the enemy and friendly center of gravity, identify possible culminating
points, select lines of operation, determine decisive points, and understanding the dangers of
paralysis commonly known as cyber shock. The third section identifies the strategy and
identifies particular military objectives identified by the North Vietnamese.
Two thirds of the world population lies within 60 kilometres of the sea. Much of the well-being
of our planet is dependent on the sea, as the bulk of international trade passes across oceans
and through ports, while the sea is a rich source of protein and contains profound wealth in
terms of energy and natural sources. Inevitably, economic stability and development are
therefore closely linked to maritime security. This volume contains a selection of papers
presented at an international conference on ?Maritime Security in Southern African Waters? in
Stellenbosch on 22-23 July 2008.
The Oxford Handbook of War is the definitive analysis of war in the twenty-first century. With
over forty senior authors from academia, government and the armed forces world-wide the
Handbook explores the history, theory, ethics and practice of war. The Handbook first
considers the fundamental causes of war, before reflecting on the moral and legal aspects of
war. Theories on the practice of war lead into an analysis of the strategic conduct of war and
non Western ways of war. The heart of the Handbook is a compelling analysis of the military
conduct of war which is juxtaposed with consideration of technology, economy, industry, and
war. In conclusion the volume looks to the future of this apparently perennial feature of human
interaction.
This monograph explores the possible evolution of a command system, specifically the Fires
and Effects Coordination Cell, within the Interim Brigade's staffs organization. The purpose of
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this examination is to determine if the Fires and Effects Coordination Cell in the Interim
Brigade's staff organization will increase effectiveness for planning urban operations. First, the
monograph begins by examining the new operational environment and the US Army s
response. Then the monograph demonstrates the evolving nature of an asymmetrical threat in
an urban environment. The goal is to understand the origin, definitions, goals, desired effects,
and possible tactics of asymmetric warfare. The assessment indicates that the effective use of
the components of information operations would enhance the effect of combined arms
throughout the full spectrum of operations in an urban environment. Next, the monograph
examines current and emerging MOUT doctrine and Draft FM 3-0. The goal is to determine if
current doctrine is correct and current concerning today s environment and whether
contemporary doctrine explains the application of combat power, including the components of
information operations, to achieve the desired effects desired in an urban environment. This
analysis showed an apparent void in current MOUT doctrine, but demonstrated that emerging
doctrine addresses today s environment. With the apparent void in current doctrine, the
monograph then analyzed ways in which a commander can use components of information
operations to shape and isolate an urban environment with an asymmetrical threat. A modern
case study is used to demonstrate lessons learned using the components of information
operations in an urban environment against an asymmetrical threat. The case study is the
Russian involvement in Chechnya, specifically Grozny, in 1993-1995.
This book provides a fresh perspective on causes, consequences, and cures surrounding
today's most pressing global security challenges. After explaining the changes in post-Cold
War threat, it develops a novel target-centered approach to assessment and management that
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is more useful in coping with current foreign dangers than current best practices. After
explaining the challenge in coping with current global threat, this book begins by analyzing the
distinctiveness of post-Cold War threat and of the nature of enemies prevalent in today's world.
Then it considers prevailing threat analysis deficiencies and develops an alternative targetcentered conceptual approach for recognizing and prioritizing threat. Illustrating the value of
this approach are four post-9/11 case studies: the weapons of mass destruction and terrorism
threat linked to the 2003 Iraq War, the natural calamity threat linked to the 2004 tsunami
disaster, the terrorist threat linked to the 2005 London Transport bombings, and the undesired
mass population threat linked to the 2006 American illegal immigration tensions. The study
concludes by presenting some target-centered ideas about how to cope better with incoming
threat, calling in the end for strategic transformation.
Global political violence is clashing with global economic integration. More often than not, the
causes and consequences of the resultant instabilities tend to be exploited by such
destabilizers as rogue states, substate and transnational political actors, insurgents, illegal
drug traffickers, organized criminals, warlords, ethnic cleansers, militant fundamentalists, and
1,000 other .snakes with a cause.-and the will to conduct terrorist and other asymmetric
warfare. The intent is to impose self-determined desires for .change. on a society, nation-state,
and/or other perceived symbols of power in the global community-and, perhaps, revert to the
questionable glories of the 12th century. In these conditions-exacerbated by the terrorist
attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001, and by the devastating U.S.-led attacks
on Afghanistan subsequently-the United States has little choice but to reexamine and rethink
national and global stability and security-and a peaceful and more prosperous tomorrow. To
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help civilian and military leaders analyze the implications of the contemporary global security
environment, the author attempts several things. First, he outlines the violent characteristics of
the new security arena. Second, he briefly examines the relationship of the central strategic
problems in the contemporary environment-terrorism and governance. Third, he describes the
complex threat situation. Fourth, he presents a basic outline for a reasoned multidimensional
political-economic stability capability- building response to these problems. Finally, he
enumerates some civil-military implications for playing effectively in the global security arena.
His recommendations focus on implications for the military in general and the U.S. Army in
particular.
CONTENTS Foreword Introduction What is Asymmetric Warfare? Defining Asymmetry -Characteristics: Disparity of Interest -- Targeting the Will of the Opponent -- Attaining Strategic
Effect on All Levels of War -- The Importance of Effectiveness -- The Threat-Response
Dynamic -- A Final Example: The Gulf Tanker War -- Conclusions A Typology of Asymmetry:
What, Who, and When? The What: The Range of Potential Asymmetric Threats -- The Who:
Regional, Rogue, and Nonstate Actors -- The When: Likelihood During Phases of a Crisis
--Conclusions Looking in the Mirror: Where Are Our Asymmetric Vulnerabilities? Measuring
Conventional Military Superiority --Examining the Homeland --Quantifying the Homeland: What
Are the Targets? --Examining Potential Vulnerabilities Categorizing the Threats What Are the
Ten Asymmetric Threats? --Conclusions An Option of Difficulties --Countering Asymmetric
Threats Current Initiatives: The State of Play Today -- Summarizing Current Initiatives -- Doing
Better: Beginning with Three Ideas -- Policy Recommendations -- An Option of Difficulties?
Conclusions: The Uneasy Athenians Endnotes
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The U.S. National Security Strategy is the basis of a preventive solution through global
engagement, which fosters international interoperability and cooperation to defeat complex
asymmetric threats. The study examined how U.S. Army Special Forces (SF) can advance this
interoperability and cooperation, and identified three evolving roles; Strike Force, Warrior
Diplomats, and Global Scouts. As they transition into the 21st century, the central research
question is: will U.S. Army Special Forces need to redefine themselves in terms of mission,
doctrine, training, or organization as a result of their evolving roles conditioned by an
asymmetric threat environment? The study examined the relevance of core, collateral, and
emerging missions. It concluded that basic SF doctrine remains sound, but the changing
environment and evolving roles of SF will call for a certain amount of refinement. Tactics,
techniques, and procedures will change as new technologies are introduced into SF
organizations, but emphasis on the human element remains essential, and SF core
competencies and warrior skills must be preserved. The study concluded with
recommendations to preserve the relevance and efficiency of SF as the premier mechanism
for extending U.S. influence in a world of increased global interaction, required to meet security
needs.
The threats to homeland security are exposed in this comprehensive resource. It takes readers
through the natural and accidental disasters, as well as premeditated acts of domestic and
international terrorism that threaten this country. They'll also find a detailed examination of
terrorism, its processes and consequences. And they'll gain a better understanding of the
various domestic and international terrorist groups that are trying to do us harm.

"The four parts of our book that follow offer a range of legal and policy perspectives on
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the problems of COIN in particular and irregular warfare in general as twenty-first
century asymmetric warfare continues to evolve. The contributors offer analyses and
prescriptions that are complimentary in some instances and widely divergent in
others"--Page xxii, Introduction.
?????:?????????????????????????????????????????????????
This book demarcates the barriers and pathways to major power security cooperation
and provides an empirical analysis of threat perception among the world’s major
powers. Divided into three parts, Emil Kirchner and James Sperling use a common
analytical framework for the changing security agenda in Canada, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, the Russian Federation, the United States, the United Kingdom, and the
EU. Each chapter features: an examination of national ‘exceptionalism’ that accounts
for foreign and security policy idiosyncrasies definitions of the range of threats
preoccupying the government, foreign policy elites and the public assessments of the
institutional and instrumental preferences shaping national security policies
investigations on the allocation of resources between the various categories of security
expenditure details on the elements of the national security culture and its
consequences for security cooperation. Global Security Governance combines a
coherent theoretical framework with strong comparative case studies, making it ideal
reading for all students of security studies.
Asymmetric conflict is changing the way that we practice and think about war. Torture,
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rendition, assassination, blackmail, extortion, direct attacks on civilians, and chemical
weapons are all finding their way to the battlefield despite long-standing prohibitions.
This book offers a practical guide for policymakers, military officers, lawyers, students,
journalists and others who ask how to adapt the laws and conventions of war to the
changing demands of asymmetric conflict. As war wages between state and nonstate
parties, difficult questions arise about the status of guerrillas, the methods each side
may use to disable the other and the means necessary to identify and protect civilians
caught in the crossfire. Answering these questions while providing each side a
reasonable chance to press its claims by force of arms requires us to reevaluate the
principle of noncombatant immunity, adjust the standards of proportionality, and
redefine the limits of unnecessary suffering and superfluous injury. In doing so, many
practices that conventional war prohibits are slowly evolving into new norms of
asymmetric conflict.
When it comes to thinking about war and warriors, first there was Achilles, and then the
rest followed. The choice of the term warrior is an important one for this discussion.
While there has been extensive discussion on what counts as military professionalism,
that is what makes a soldier, sailor or other military personnel a professional, the
warrior archetype (varied for the various roles and service branches) still holds sway in
the military self-conception, rooted as it is in the more existential notions of war, honor
and meaning. In this volume, Kaurin uses Achilles as a touch stone for discussing the
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warrior, military ethics and the aspects of contemporary warfare that go by the name of
'asymmetrical war.' The title of the book cuts two ways-Achilles as a warrior archetype
to help us think through the moral implications and challenges posed by asymmetrical
warfare, but also as an archetype of our adversaries to help us think about asymmetric
opponents.
The use of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) by terrorists within the United States
presents a clear and present danger to national security. In virtually every region of the
world, nation states are arming themselves with WMD. Coupled to the rising spread of
WMD is the growing list of nations sponsoring worldwide terrorism. The proliferating
nature of this combined threat of WMD and terrorism is changing the paradigm of
asymmetrical warfare as we approach the new millennium. Reviewing the U.S.
Government responses to terrorism and WMD reveals a fragmented framework that
addresses these threats separately, without one federal agency in the lead. The world
witnessed this new paradigm of asymmetrical attack when the Japanese religious cult,
Aum Shinrikyo or Supreme Truth, attacked the Tokyo subway system using the
chemical nerve agent Sarin on 20 March 1995. The Department of Defense should take
action and assign this critical mission to a Joint WMD response force to support the
federal, state and local crisis response framework.
In recent years, the nature of conflict has changed. Through asymmetric warfare radical
groups and weak state actors are using unexpected means to deal stunning blows to
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more powerful opponents in the West. From terrorism to information warfare, the Wests
air power, sea power and land power are open to attack from clever, but much weaker,
enemies. In this clear and engaging introduction, Rod Thornton unpacks the meaning
and significance of asymmetric warfare, in both civilian and military realms, and
examines why it has become such an important subject for study. He seeks to provide
answers to key questions, such as how weaker opponents apply asymmetric
techniques against the Western world, and shows how the Wests military superiority
can be seriously undermined by asymmetric threats. The book concludes by looking at
the ways in which the US, the state most vulnerable to asymmetric attack, is attempting
to cope with some new battlefield realities. This is an indispensable guide to one of the
key topics in security studies today.

Are NATO’s mutual security commitments strong enough today to deter all
adversaries? Is the nuclear umbrella as credible as it was during the Cold War?
Backed by the full range of US and allied military capabilities, NATO’s mutual
defense treaty has been enormously successful, but today’s commitments are
strained by military budget cuts and antinuclear sentiment. The United States has
also shifted its focus away from European security during the wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq and more recently with the Asia rebalance. Will a resurgent Russia
change this? The Future of Extended Deterrence brings together experts and
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scholars from the policy and academic worlds to provide a theoretically rich and
detailed analysis of post–Cold War nuclear weapons policy, nuclear deterrence,
alliance commitments, nonproliferation, and missile defense in NATO but with
implications far beyond. The contributors analyze not only American policy and
ideas but also the ways NATO members interpret their own continued political
and strategic role in the alliance. In-depth and multifaceted, The Future of
Extended Deterrence is an essential resource for policy practitioners and
scholars of nuclear deterrence, arms control, missile defense, and the NATO
alliance.
Today more than one hundred small, asymmetric, and revolutionary wars are
being waged around the world. This book provides invaluable tools for fighting
such wars by taking enemy perspectives into consideration. The third volume of a
trilogy by Max G. Manwaring, it continues the arguments the author presented in
Insurgency, Terrorism, and Crime and Gangs, Pseudo-Militaries, and Other
Modern Mercenaries. Using case studies, Manwaring outlines vital survival
lessons for leaders and organizations concerned with national security in our
contemporary world. The insurgencies Manwaring describes span the globe.
Beginning with conflicts in Algeria in the 1950s and 1960s and El Salvador in the
1980s, he goes on to cover the Shining Path and its resurgence in Peru, Al
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Qaeda in Spain, popular militias in Cuba, Haiti, and Brazil, the Russian youth
group Nashi, and drugs and politics in Guatemala, as well as cyber warfare.
Large, wealthy, well-armed nations such as the United States have learned from
experience that these small wars and insurgencies do not resemble traditional
wars fought between geographically distinct nation-state adversaries by easily
identified military forces. Twenty-first-century irregular conflicts blur traditional
distinctions among crime, terrorism, subversion, insurgency, militia, mercenary
and gang activity, and warfare. Manwaring’s multidimensional paradigm offers
military and civilian leaders a much needed blueprint for achieving strategic
victories and ensuring global security now and in the future. It combines military
and police efforts with politics, diplomacy, economics, psychology, and ethics.
The challenge he presents to civilian and military leaders is to take probable
enemy perspectives into consideration, and turn resultant conceptions into
strategic victories.
The book investigates the emergence and the development of irregular fighters,
such as guerrillas, rebels, insurgents, and terrorists throughout the history of
modern war. It presents a historically based critique of the twenty-first century
notion of the irregular fighter as an 'unlawful combatant'.
A unique account of military conflict under the shadow of nuclear escalation, with
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access to the soldiers and politicians involved.
???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ???? ????? ????? ?????
The Marine Corps has always considered itself a branch apart. Since 1775
America’s smallest armed service has been suspicious of outsiders and deeply
loyal to its traditions. Undying faith in its exceptionalism made the Marines one of
the sharpest, swiftest tools of American military power, but developing this brand
did not come without costs.
As a nation, we are at a watershed moment as the character and arguably even
the nature of war is changing. There is now overwhelming evidence that
adversaries employ blended operations in asymmetric warfare to steal our
intellectual property, compromise our technical information, and to degrade,
deny, or otherwise damage our factories and critical infrastructure. This report
examines options that span legislation and regulation, policy and administration,
acquisition and oversight, programs and technology. Actions are presented for
the near, medium, and long terms—recognizing the need for immediate action
coupled with a long-term commitment and strategy. Cyber and supply chain
vulnerability extends well beyond DoD, across government and into the private
sector. Nonetheless, DoD has potentially decisive influence in this space. Beyond
DoD, actions in the legislative domain are critical, as our adversaries are actively
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exploiting seams and shortcomings in areas such as information sharing, threat
detection, and acquisition transparency. Building effective deterrence to
asymmetric threats will require time and deliberate planning.
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